
Travel restrictions, lockdowns such as the Movement Control Order (“MCO”), and 
various precautionary measures put in place to combat the spread of the COVID-19 
virus (“the pandemic”) since the beginning of year 2020 has plunged global 
economies into a state of flux.  The impact to the property development industry has 
also been quite significant.  To tide through this period of uncertainty, property 
developers may need to change business strategies, either temporarily, or 
permanently.  It is important for property developers to weigh in on some of these 
decisions vis-à-vis their tax implications.  Below are a few accounting 
considerations and corresponding tax implications for property developers in the 
current economic climate in Malaysia.

Accounting Considerations and
Corresponding Tax Implications
for Property Developers in the 
COVID-19 Pandemic Era



Variation in transaction price due to potential liquidated and ascertained damages

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

Government-imposed measures to fight the pandemic may have caused the 
physical development of projects to pause or slow down, resulting in potential 
delays in the completion properties in accordance to the timeframe stipulated in the 
sales and purchase agreements (“SPAs”). These delays could potentially lead to 
liquidated and ascertained damages (“LAD”) to be paid to purchasers. However, 
calculation of the potential LAD may be mitigated by the recently gazetted 
Temporary Measures for Reducing the Impact of Coronavirus Disease 2019 
(COVID-19) Act 2020 (“the COVID-19 Act”).  Pursuant to Part XI Modifications to the 
Housing Development (Control and Licensing) Act 1966 (“HDA”) provided in the 
COVID-19 Act, the period from 18 March 2020 to 31 August 2020 (“Exemption 
Period”) is excluded from the calculation of the time for delivery of vacant 
possession of a housing accommodation and the liquidated damages for the failure 
of the developer to deliver vacant possession of a housing accommodation.  This is 
applicable to SPAs signed before 18 March 2020.

Property developers should take note of the requirements of MFRS 15 and the latest 
developments in COVID-19 Act, and review their project timelines for ongoing 
projects and account for any potential LAD that may be payable to purchasers in 
determining the transaction price for revenue recognition. Property developers that 
governed under the HDA may apply to the Minister of Housing and Local 
Government Malaysia  for an extension of the Exemption Period of up to 31 
December 2020 to deliver vacant possession of a housing accommodation. 
Simultaneously, property developers should also be cognisance of the tax treatment 
in relation to the potential LAD.

Pursuant to the requirements of 
paragraphs 51 and 56 of MFRS 15 
Revenue from Contract with 
Customers relating to variable 
consideration, any potential LAD shall 
be accounted for as a reduction in the 
sales consideration, which will then 
reduce the revenue to be recognised.  

From the tax perspective, there are 
currently no guidelines or rulings by 
the relevant authorities to provide 
clarity on the tax treatments resulting 
from the adoption of MFRS 15. As 
such, the existing practice and tax 
treatments will continue to apply until 
further guidelines or rulings are issued 
(if any). Currently, Public Ruling (“PR”) 
No. 1/2009 Property Development 
provides that provision for LAD is not 
an allowable expense for tax 
purposes. Actual liability for the LAD 
only arises when payment of the LAD 
becomes a fact.  This means, for tax 
purposes, the liability is only incurred 
as and when the actual amount of the 
LAD is ascertained and agreed by both 
the property developer and the 
purchaser.



Suspension of capitalisation of borrowing costs due to extended periods of interruption

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

Borrowing costs are interests and other costs that an entity incurs in connection 
with obtaining a loan. MFRS 123 Borrowing Costs allows for the capitalisation of 
borrowing costs directly attributable to the development activities to obtain 
qualifying assets.  For tax purposes, interest expense is deductible under Income 
Tax Act (“ITA”) 1967, provided the interest expenses meet the tests stipulated under 
Section 33(1). However, as a result of lockdowns or economic instability resulting 
from the pandemic, property developers might have had to suspend their 
development activities or renegotiate or modify their borrowing terms.

Property developers should review the activities of ongoing projects and determine 
if it should cease the capitalisation of borrowing costs for specific projects that 
suspended the active development. Simultaneously, property developers should 
also consider the timing and deductibility of the borrowing costs when preparing 
their tax estimates.

MFRS 123 Borrowing Costs, states 
that an entity shall suspend 
capitalisation of borrowing costs 
during extended periods in which it 
suspends active development of a 
qualifying asset. The standard, 
however, does not define how long an 
“extended period” of suspension of 
active development is. Nevertheless, 
the standard also states that an entity 
normally does not suspend 
capitalising of its borrowing costs 
during a period when it carries out 
substantial technical and 
administrative work or when a 
temporary delay is a necessary part of 
the development process.

Interest expenses that are wholly and 
exclusively incurred to finance an 
entity’s project are deductible under 
subsection 33(1) of the ITA 1967. To 
qualify, the interest expense must 
satisfy the test that it is incurred 
wholly and exclusively in the 
production of gross income. PR No. 
1/2009 Property Development states 
that only interest attributable to the 
phases or projects that produce 
income would qualify as a deduction. 
The deductibility of the interest 
expenses and the amount of interest 
to be deducted should strictly follow 
the principle of percentage of 
completion of the phase or project.  

Interest restriction under subsection 
33(2) of the ITA 1967 may apply if the 
money borrowed is not wholly and 
exclusively used in the entity’s project 
(i.e. the money borrowed is instead 
invested in landed properties/shares 
or loaned to some other persons, etc.)

Other borrowing costs such as legal 
fee, guarantee fee, professional fee 
and other fees/costs incurred for 
obtaining the loan are not tax 
deductible as these expenses are 
associated with the raising of the 
finance and more often than not 
regarded as capital in nature and not 
satisfying the requirements under 
subsection 33(1) of the ITA 1967.



Net realisable value of inventories

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

The pandemic might have changed consumers’ lifestyle and preference indefinitely.  
This will potentially affect the marketability of inventories held by property 
developers, and in turn, adversely impact the selling price of the properties.  
Consequently, the inventories would require to be written down to their net 
realisable value.  For example, with the move towards a flexible and remote work 
culture, there would be a significant decrease in demand for office space, which 
then leads to a reduction in market value of office buildings.

Property developers should assess the net realisable value of their inventories and 
account for the write-down in inventories, if any, but note that such write-downs are
not an allowable deduction for tax purposes.

In accordance to MFRS 102 
Inventories, subsequent to the initial 
recognition of inventories at cost, 
inventories must be carried at the 
lower of cost and net realisable value. 
Net realisable value is the estimated 
selling price in the ordinary course of 
business less the estimated costs of 
completion and the estimated costs 
necessary to make the sale. 
Developers are to consider writing 
down their inventories to net 
realisable value as inventory is not 
allowed to be carried in excess of the 
amounts expected to be realised from 
their sale or use.

PR No. 2/2020 Tax Treatment of Stock 
in Trade, however, states that a 
provision for obsolescence of stock in 
trade is not an allowable deduction.  
Only when there is an actual write-off 
of stock in trade and charged to the 
profit and loss account, i.e. when it is 
realised, does it become an allowable 
deduction for tax purposes.



Increase in liabilities as a result of onerous contracts

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

An onerous contract is a contract in which the unavoidable costs of meeting the 
obligations under the contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be 
received. In view of the prevailing current economic uncertainties and various 
containment measures imposed on businesses arising from the pandemic, property 
developers might now have contracts with customers that turned onerous as a 
result of escalation in the cost of constructions.  

Property developers should review their contracts with customer to ascertain 
whether any contract has become onerous and make the necessary provision, if
any, but note that such provision is not an allowable deduction for tax purposes.

Pursuant to the requirements of 
paragraphs 66 of MFRS 137 
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and 
Contingent Assets relating to onerous 
contracts, if a contract becomes 
onerous, the developers shall 
recognise the provision for onerous 
contract at an amount equivalent to 
the excess of the unavoidable costs 
over the economic benefits expected 
to be received under the contract. 
Unavoidable costs are the lower of the 
cost of fulfilling the contract and any 
compensation or penalties arising 
from failure to fulfil it. The cost of 
fulfilling the contract includes all 
costs that relate directly to the 
contract – both the incremental costs 
and an allocation of other costs that 
relate directly to contract activities 
such as depreciation charge of 
equipment and supervisor salary 
costs.

From a tax point of view, a provision is
not deductible for tax purposes until it 
is actually incurred as is the case with
any general provision.



Recognition of wage subsidy

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

To help companies retain employees during and after the MCO period, the Malaysian 
government offered companies a wage subsidy on condition that the employees 
continue to be in their employment for a specified period of time. Property 
developers may also find themselves receiving such government assistance for the 
very first time.

Property developers should review the nature of the wage subsidy received from the 
countries that they have operations, in order to determine the appropriate 
accounting and tax treatments to be adopted in the financial and tax reporting.

The government’s wage subsidy is to 
be accounted for as a government 
grant in accordance with MFRS 120 
Government Grants. Government 
grants are recognised only when there 
is reasonable assurance that: (a) the 
entity will comply with the conditions 
attached to them, and (b) the grants 
will actually be received. As such, 
once a developer has reasonable 
assurance that it will meet the 
conditions of the wage subsidy, the 
grants will be recognised in profit or 
loss on a systematic basis over the 
periods in which the developer 
recognises the salaries that the 
subsidy is intended to compensate.

Generally, under the Income Tax 
(Exemption) (No.22) Order 2006 
(P.U.(A) 207/2006), taxpayers are 
exempted from tax in respect of 
income received in relation to 
allocations given by the government 
in the form of a grant or subsidy.  
However, the relevant expenses 
incurred in relation to the said 
subsidy/grant are not deductible for 
tax purposes when charged to the 
profit or loss. As there is no specific 
guideline on the taxability of the wage 
subsidy received by employers, we will 
have to refer to the aforementioned 
exemption order whereby, on one 
hand, the wage subsidy received is tax 
exempt, and on the other hand, the 
corresponding amount of wage 
subsidy paid to the employees will not 
be deductible.



Reduction in fair value of investment properties

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

In the midst of the pandemic and slowdown in property market, property developers 
who held investment properties measured at fair value might find these properties 
suffer significant fair value losses due to depressed market value.

Property developers should ensure the fair value of the investment properties 
reflects the current market conditions including impact from the pandemic, and that 
any fair value adjustments are excluded in the preparation of tax estimates.

For investment properties measured 
using the fair value model, MFRS 140 
Investment Property requires a 
property developer to measure all its 
investment properties at fair value 
with any gain or loss from the change 
in fair value to be recognised in profit 
or loss. The fair value of the 
investment properties shall reflect, 
among the other things, rental income 
from current leases and other 
assumptions that market participants 
would use when pricing an investment 
property under current market 
conditions.

Fair value gain or fair value loss 
resulting from the valuation of 
investment properties are disregarded 
for tax purposes. Therefore, such 
“losses” or “gains” are not taxable 
events for income tax purposes and 
will be added back in the tax 
computations.  



Recognition of expected credit losses

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

As a result of COVID-19 pandemic, property developers may have been faced with 
increased credit risk from financial instruments. In addition, pursuant to Part XI 
Modifications to the HDA provided in the COVID-19 Act, property developers are not 
allowed to impose any late payment charges in respect of unpaid instalment during 
the Exemption Period on the purchaser, applicable to SPAs signed before 18 March 
2020.

Property developers should assess whether COVID-19 pandemic has any 
detrimental impact on the estimated future cash flows from financial instruments. 
Property developers should consider the requirements for the tax deduction on bad 
debts written off. Decision to forgive or to waive payment of a trade debt, for 
example, for amount owing by related company, should not be regarded as a valid 
business or commercial consideration for tax purposes and therefore, it may not be 
tax deductible and also be challenged by the tax authorities of being taxable income 
in the hands of the company whose liability has been waived if such loans/advances 
were directly in respect of trade payables in respect of expenses where a prior tax 
deduction had been claimed.

Pursuant to the requirements of 
paragraphs 5.5.3 of MFRS 9 Financial 
Instruments relating to expected credit 
losses, if the credit risk on financial 
instruments has increased 
significantly since its initial 
recognition, property developers 
should reflect the increase in credit 
risk in the expected credit loss 
calculation.

Property developers may consider 
writing-off the irrecoverable overdue 
trade debts as bad debts and 
subsequently claim a deduction for 
the bad debt written off. Subject to 
certain conditions being fulfilled, 
specific trade debts written off as bad 
are generally allowable as a deduction 
against gross income in computing 
the adjusted income of a business for 
the basis period for a year of 
assessment. 

In addition, based on PR No. 4/2019, 
Tax Treatment of Wholly & Partly 
Irrecoverable Debts and Debt 
Recoveries to support a claim for 
deduction of a bad debt written-off for 
tax purposes, there should be 
sufficient evidence of all reasonable 
steps based on sound commercial 
considerations being taken to recover 
the debt, including one or more of the 
following:

(i) issuing reminder notices;
(ii) debt restructuring scheme;
(iii) rescheduling of debt settlement;
(iv) negotiation or arbitration of a   
       disputed debt; and
(v) legal action (filing of civil suit,  
      obtaining of judgement from the  
      court and execution of the   
      judgement).

If a decision is made not to take any 



Reclassification of completed properties held in inventories

Key Focus

Accounting Considerations Tax Considerations

In view of sharp slowdown in economic activity caused by the pandemic, property 
developers might have decided to rent out completed properties held in inventories, 
either permanently, or while waiting for the market to recover instead of holding the 
properties for sale.

Property developers should assess whether there is a need to reclassify completed 
properties held in inventories which are currently rented out and consider the tax 
implications of such unsold inventories as this arrangement may constitute a 
withdrawal of inventories.  It is crucial for property developers to keep proper 
documentation to support whether their intention is to rent the unsold inventories or 
to sell the rented properties.

MFRS 140 Investment Property 
requires an entity to transfer a 
property to, or from, investment 
property when, and only when, there is 
a change in use.  A change in use 
occurs when the property meets, or 
ceases to meet, the definition of 
investment property and there is 
evidence of the change in use.  As 
such, completed properties are to be 
reclassified from inventories to 
investment properties when there is a 
change in their usage by the property 
developers.

In the event that the property 
developer reclassifies trading 
inventories to property, plant and 
equipment; PR No. 1/2009 Property 
Development provides that such a 
transfer would amount to a 
withdrawal of the inventories in trade 
for his own use or for no consideration 
within the meaning of subsection 
24(2) of the ITA 1967. 

In this connection, an amount equal to 
the market value of those inventories 
in trade (property) at the time of its 
withdrawal shall be treated as gross 
income from the business and 
accordingly, subject to income tax.  

In addition, it is also stated in the PR 
1/2009 that where the property 
developer has stock of unsold houses 
and these houses are rented out 
temporarily, such rental income is 
assessable as business income under 
paragraph 4(a) of the ITA 1967. The 
above-mentioned subsection 24(2) of 
the ITA 1967 may not be applicable in 
this case on the basis that there is no 
transfer of stock in trade to fixed 
assets.

The pandemic has been detrimental to the Malaysian economy. Although there are 
challenges in financial reporting during this time of heightened uncertainty, these 
challenges can be mitigated with proper planning and timely response to the 
identified risk. This in turn, will help regain the stakeholders’ confidence and improve 
liquidity of companies.
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